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Introduction 

In recent years inereasing attention has been foeused on the role 
of the learner as an aetive participant in the teaching-Ieaming 
aet. In particular, this view suggests that the effects of teaching 
depend partlyon what the leamer knows, such as the learner's 
prior knowledge, and what the learner thinks about during 
learning, such as the learner's aetive cognitive processing 
(Anderson, Spiro, & Montague, 1977; Cook & Mayer, 
1983; Dansereau, 1985; Jones, Amiran, & Katims, 1985; Mayer, 
1984; Ryan, 1981; Weinstein, 1978; Weinstein & Underwood, 
1985; Wittrock, 1974, 1978). 

The present paper investigates teehniques that a leamer ean 
be taught to use during leaming. These techniques, referred to 
as leaming strategies, ean be defined as behaviors and thoughts 
that a learner engages in during leaming and that are intended 
to influence the learner's eneoding process. Thus, the goal of 
any partieular learning strategy may be to affeet the leamer's 
motivational or affective state, or the way in whieh the learner 
seleets, acquires, organizes, or integrates new knowledge. For 
example, in preparing for a learning situation, a leamer ma y use 
positive self-talk to reduce feelings of anxiety; in learning 
paired-assoeiates, a learner may form a mental image to help 
associate the objects represented by the members of each pair; 
in learning from an expository passage a leamer may generate 
summaries for each section; in learning about a scientific 
coneept, a leamer may take notes about the material. Bach of 
these activities - eoaehing, imaging, summarizing, and note
taking - are examples of learning strategies. 

Why should there be a ehapter on "leaming strategies" in a 
handbook of research on teaching? Tbe rationale is that good 

teaehing ineludes teaching students how to leam, how to 
remember, how to think, and how to motivate themselves. 
Norman (1980) summarizes this argument as folIows: 

It is strange that we expect students to learn yet seldom teach them 
about learning. We expect students to solve prOblems yet seldom 
teach them about problem solving. And, similarly, we sometimes 
require students to remember a considerable body of material yet 
seldom teach them the art of memory. It is time we made up for this 
lack, time that we developed the applied disciplines of leaming and 
problem solving and memory. We need to develop the general 
principles of how to leam, how to remember, how to solve prob
lems, and then to de~elop applied courses, and then to establish the 
place of these methods in an academic curriculum. (p. 97) 

This argument beeomes even more eompelling as the lifelong 
leaming eoncept continues to be defined an~ expanded in 
soeietal self-descriptions and educational forecas&g. Helping 
students to develop effective ways to. handle the barrage of 
information coming from the environment, as weIl as their own 
thinking processes, is a major goal of our educational system 
that will only increase in importance in the future. 

This change in approach has important implications for 
teacher training and practice. Teachers enter the classroom 
with two distinetly different kinds of goals: (1) Goals concerning 
the products oj learning, which foeus on what students should 
know or be able to do as a result ofleaming, that is, on teaching 
what to learn. For example, when teaching addition, one goal of 
instruetion may be that the learner acquire the number facts up 
to 100. (2) Goals concerning the processes ollearning, which 
focus on techniques and strategies students can use to accom
plish learning, that is, on teaching how to leam. For example, 
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when teaching addition, one goal of instruction may be that the 
learner acquire techniques for relating new problems to existing 
knowledge, such as identifying that 7 + 5 = _ is the same as 
6 + 6 = _. Successful teaching requires sensitivity to both 
types of instructional goals and skill in teaching both types of 
instructional objectives. 

Conceptual Framework 

An interest in learning strategies is the natural outgrowth of a 
change in orientation from behaviorist theories to cognitive 
theories of learning. The behaviorist (or S-R) approach to 
learning-as developed from the work ofHull and Spence and 
Skinner-focuses on how presentation of material influences 
behavior. As Farnham-Diggory (1977) points out, this S-R 
approach is based on the idea that "a stimulus goes in, a 
response comes out, and what happens in bctween is summar
ized by a hyphen" (p. 128). 

In contrast, the cognitive approach to learning seeks to 
understand how incoming information is processed and struc
tured in memory. Farnham-Diggory (1977) notes that "with 
the emergence of cognitive psychology in the 1960's ... now, 
instead of a hyphen, we have mental structures and processes" 
(p.128). 

The cognitive approach has changed our conception of the 
teaching-learning process in several ways. Instead of viewing , 
learners as passively recording the stimuli that the teacher 
presents, learning is viewed as an active process that occurs 
within the learner and which can be influenced by the learner. 
Instead of viewing thc outcome oflearning as depending mainly 
on what the teacher presents, the outcome of learning is 
supposed to depend jointlyon what information is presented 
and on how the lcarner processes that information. Hence, 
thcre are two different kinds of activities that influence the 
encoding process: (1) teaching strategies, such as the teacher 
prescnting certain material at a certain time in a certain way; 
and (2) learning strategies, such as the leamer actively organiz
ing or elaborating or predicting about the presented material. 
While the traditional S-R approach has focused educators' 

Table H.1. Framework for Analyzing the 
Teachlng-Learning Process 

T eacher Characterlstlcs 

What the teacher knows 

Teaching Strategy 

What the teacher does durlng 
teaching 

Learner Characteristlcs 

What the learner knows 

Learn I ng Strategy 

What the learner does durlng 
learnlng 

Encodlng Process 

How Information isprocessed 

Learnlng Outcome 

What is learned 

Performance 

How learnlng is evaluated 

attention on the first kind of activity, the cognitive approach 
requires also focusing on the second kind of activity. 

A framework for describing the teaching-learning process is 
presented in Table 11.1. The elements in this process inc1ude the 
following: 

• Teacher characteristics - including the teacher's existing 
knowledge concerning the subject matter and how to teach, 
that may be required for the teaching strategy selected. 

• Teaching strategies-including the teacher's performance 
during teaching such as what is presented, when it is 
presented, and how it is presented. 

• Learner characteristics - including the learner's existing 
knowledge concerning facts, procedures, and strategies, that 
may be required for the learning strategy selected. 

• Learning strategies-including behaviors that the learner 
engages in during learning that are intended to influence 
affective and cognitive processing during encoding. 

• Encoding process-including internal cognitive processes 
during learning such as how the learner selects, organizes, 
and integrates new information. 

• Learning outcome-including the newly acquired knowl
edge that depends on both teaching and learning strategies. 

• Performance- including behavior on tests of retention and 
transfer. 

As can be seen, instruction in learning strategies (i.e .• training in 
how to learn) can alfect learner characteristics by mnking 
specific strategies and methods available to the learner. The use 
of particular learning strategies during learning can affect the 
encoding process, which in turn affects the learning outcome 
and performance. 

Table 11.2 !ists some of the major categories of learning 
strategies. Each category includes methods designed to in
fluence certain aspects of the encoding process to facilitate one 
or more types of learning outcome and performance. The 
categories listed in the table are: 

• Rehearsal strategies for basic learning tasks -- such as re
peating the names of items in an ordered list. Common 
school tasks in this category include remembering the order 
of the planets from the sun and the order in whi$ Shake
speare introduces the characters in the play Harn/et. 

• Rehearsal strategies fol' complex learning tasks - such as 
copying, underlining or shadowing the material presented in 
class. Common school tasks in this category include under
lining the main events in a story or copying portions of a 
lesson about the causes of World War I. 

Table 11.2. Eight Categories 
of Learning Strategles 

1. Basic Rehearsal Strategies 
2. Complex Rehearsal Strategies 
3. Basic Elaboration Strategies 
4. Complex Elaboration Strategies 
5. Basic Organlzational Strategles 
6. Complex Organlzational Strategies 
7. Comprehension Monitoring Strategies 
8. Affective and Motivational Strategles 
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• Elaboration strategies for basic teaming tasks-sueh as 
forming a mental image or sentence relating the items in 
each pair for fl paircd-associatt list of werd$. Cemmon 
scheel tasks in this category include forming a phrase or 
scntence relating thc name of astate or its major agricultural 
producl, or forminga mental image ofa scenedescribed by a 
po<m. 
Elaboration strategies fo r complex tasks - such as para
phrasing, summarizing, or describing how new information 
relates to existing knowledge. Common school tasks in Ihis 
category include creating an analogy between the operation 
of a post office and the operation of a computer, or relating 
the information prescnted about the structure of complex 
molccules to tbe information presented about the structure 
of simple molecules. 
Organiz.alional stratcgics for basic leaming tasks-such as 
grouping or ordering to-be-leamed items from a list or a 
seetion of pro se. Common school tasks in this category 
include organizing foreign vocabulary words into the cate
gories for parts of speech, or ereating a chronoiogicallisting 
of the events that led up to thc Declaration of Independence. 
Organizational strategies for complex tasks -such as out
lining a passage or creating a hierarchy. Common school 
tasks in this category include outlining assigned chaptcrs in 
the textbook, or creaung a diagram to show the relationship 
among the stress forccs in a structural design. 
Comprehension monitoring strategies - such as cheeking 
for comprehension failures. Comman schaol tasks in this 
category include using self-questioning 10 eheclc under
standing of the material presented in class and using the 
questions at the beginning ofa section to guide one's reading 
behavior while studying a textbook. 
Affective strategies- such as being alert and relaxed, to hetp 
overcome test anxiety. Common school tasks in this eate
gory include reducing eXlemal distractions by studying in a 
quiet place, or llSing thought stopping to prevent thoughtli 
of doing poorly from directing attention away from the test 
and toward fears of failuTe. 

The eneoding process, another element in the teaching
learning process, can be analyzed into four main components 
(Cook & Mayer, 1983): 

Selection - The learner actively pays attention to some of 
the information that is impinging on the sense receptors, and 
transfers this information into working memory (or "active 
consciousness"). 
Acquisition - The learner actively transfers the information 
from working memory into long-term memory for perma
nent storage. 
Construction - The Itarner actively builds connections be
tween ideas in the informa:ion that have reached working 
memory. This building of internal connections (Mayer, 
1982, 1984) involves the development of a coherent outliDe 
organization or schema (Bransford, 1979) that holds the 
information together. 
Integration - The learner actively searehes for prior knowl
edge in long-term memory and transfen this knowIedge 10 
working memory. The leamer may then build external 

connections (Mayer, 1982, 1984) between [he incoming 
information and prior knowledge. 

As you ean see, seleetion and acquisilion are cognitive 
processes that determine Irow much is learned whereas construc
tion and integration are cognitive processes that determine the 
organizational coherence of W/WI is learned and how it is 
organized. 

Eaeh ofthe eight !earning strategies listed in Table 11.2 may 
be used to achieve certain goals for influencing the cognitive 
processes in encoding. For example, rehearsal behaviors seem 
to be aimed primarily at aequisition and selection of informa
tion whereas organizational and ehlboration behaviors seem to 
be aimed primarily at construction and integration, respec
tively. The comprehension monitoring techniques seem related 
to aB four processes, depending on the eharacteristics of thc 
task, and affc:ctive strategies could also impact all four strate
gies, but may be most effective for selection and aequisition. 
The re!ationship between each learning strategy and the encod
ing process will be discussed in subsequent sections. 

Rehearsa l Strategies for Basic 
Learning Tasks 

If you were asked to remember the names of the B vitamins, a 
common learning strateg)' you could use would be to rehearse 
the list of namts. Rehea rsing fefers 10 the learner's actively 
reeiling or naming the presented items during learning. The 
goal ofthis activity may be selection ano aequisition of units to 
be transferred to working memory. 

In a study by Flavell, Friedrichs. and Hoyt (1970), students' 
spontaneous use of rehearsal strategies during learning was 
found to increase with age. For example, in one experiment, 
subjects were given a row ofwindows with a button beloweach 
one. If the subject pressed a button, a light would come on for 
the picture in the window above tbe button. The light would 
stay on fo r as lang as the subject kept the button presse<!; as 
soon as the subject stopped pressing the bulton, the window 
would beconte blank again. The subject's job was to keep 
pressing the buttons, one at a time, for as long and as many 
times as needed, until the subject was able to recall the names 
for the whole series of pictures. 

The results indicated large differenccs in the active, spon
taneous rehearsal performance of children of different ages. 
Fourth graders were tcn limes more Iikely than nursery school 
children 10 engage in naming of objects from previous pictures 
and 10 practice by anticipating the name of an object before 
pressing the button. Fourth graders also engaged in repeating 
the name of a prcsented object more than twice as often as 
nursery school children. Apparently, by the time a chi ld moves 
from nursery school to fourth grade, the child can make more 
use of rehearsal strategies and related techniques for memoriz
ing new information. 

A study by Hagen and Kail (1973) provides additional 
evidence that younger childrcn a re less Iikely to spontaneously 
reheane as compared to older children. Flavell, Beach, and 
Chinsky (1966) have noted that in a list learning task almost aU 
10-year-olds moved their lips during leaming - suggesting re
hearsal-while almost no 5-year-olds moved their lips. In a 
training study, Kenney, Cannizzo, and Flavel! (1967) identified 
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a group of first graders who spontaneously moved their lips 
during learning and a group of first graders who did not give 
evidence of rehearsing. As expected, the "rehearsers" performed 
better on the memory test than the "nonrehearsers." Both 
groups were then given explicit training in how to rehearse a list 
of items, including how to name the pictures during the 
retention interval. This training boosted the memory perfor
mance of the "nonrehearsers" but did not affect the per
formance of the "rehearsers." However, on subsequent list 
learning tasks, the "nonrehearsers" did not continue to use the 
rehearsal strategy they had been taught, and their memory 
performance fell. Based on results such as these, Flavell (1970; 
Flavell & Wellman, 1977) argues that some young children 
have rehearsal strategies avai/ahle to them but generally fail to 
spontaneously apply them in learning tasks. Flavell refers to 
this phenomenon as a "production deficiency" because the 
child fails to produce appropriate rehearsal strategies when 
they are called for. 

In a related study, Appel, Cooper, McCarrell, Sims-Knight, 
Yussen, and Fiavell (1972) presented two lists to 4-,7-, and 11-
year-olds. For one list, the children were told to look at each 
picture; for the other list, subjects were told to memorize the 
pictures. The 4-year-olds tended to behave the same for both 
Iists; for example, they did not rehearse more for the "memor
ize" list, and they did not remember it better than the "look" 
list The ll-year-olds did behave differently for the two lists; for 
the list they were asked to memorize they engaged in much 
more rehearsal, and also performed much better on a test of 
recalllist. The 7-year-olds tried to engage in more rehearsal for 
the "memorize" list but were not successful in boosting recall 
performance. Appel et al. (1972) suggest a "differentiation 
hypothesis" in which older children are better able to use 
learning strategies that are appropriate for particular goals. 

These studies suggest that rehearsal str~tegies are Iearned by 
children as they progress from nursery school to fifth or sixth 
grade. Below age 5, children tend not to spontaneously use 
rehearsal strategies in learning lists of pictures, are not dis
tracted by activities that limit rehearsal, and do not seem to use 
different approaches for tasks with different requirements. 
Apparently, these children do not have effective rehearsal 
strategies available to them. By age 6 or 7, children are often 
able to use rehearsal strategies when explicitly instructed to do 
so, but may not be able to generate useful strategies spontan
eously. These children seem to have rehearsal strategies avail
able but do not seem to know how to use them. Finally, by age 
11 or 12, children tcnd to spontaneously rehearse during 
learning, to be distracted by activities that interfere with 
rehearsal, and to modify their rehearsal behavior in line with 
goals of the task. While the rate of this progression is infiuenced 
by thc difficulty ofthe task and thc sophistication ofthe learner, 
thcre does appear to be a distinct progression in the way that 
children use rehearsing to enhance learning. 

Rehearsal Strategies for Complex· 
Learning Tasks 

Wh~n the to-be-learned material is prose, such as a lesson from 
~ sClence teltt~ook, the rehearsal strategies can include repeat
mg the matenal aloud (Le., shadowing), copying the material, 

taking selective verbatim notes, and underlining the important 
parts of the material. In each case, the act of rehearsal involves 
thc learner actively saying, writing, or pointing to parts of the 
presented material during learning. Two of the major cognitive 
goals of tbis strategy are: (1) selection - helping the learner to 
pay attention to important aspects of the passage, and (2) 
acquisition-making sure that the material is transferred into 
working memory for further study. 

For example, in a research study, Mayer and Cook (1980) 
asked students to listen to a passage that described how radar 
works. After each phrase there was a pause, during which some 
students were instructed to repeat the words (shadowing group) 
while other students simply listened without repeating the 
words during each pause (control group). On a subsequent test, 
the shadowing group remembered more about the details and 
the verbatim wording of the passage, but the control group 
remembered more of the conceptual information and per
formed better on tests of creative problem solving using the 
radar information. Apparently, rehearsal strategies that are 
effective for basic leaming tasks may not be as useful in some 
more complex tasks. One explanation of these findings is that 
shadowing prevented the students from actively building inter
nal and external connections, while the control group had time 
to engage in these activities. 

In another study, Arkes, Schumacher, and Gardner (1976) 
asked students to read a passage about Presidential candidates. 
Among the many treatment groups, some students were asked 
to copy the passage into their own handwriting (copy group), 
whereas other students were asked to perform a nonconceptual 
task such as circling every letter "e" (control group). Both 
groups were told that they would be expected to take a recall 
test. Results indicated that the copy group remembered approx
imately 50 % more than the control group, but the copy group 
required nearly three times more study time than the control 
group. In another part of the study, students were not told to 
expect a recall test; in this case the copy group recalled 
approximately three tirnes as much as the control group and 
also required approximately three times as much study time. 
Thus, while copying seems to enhance factual recall there is 
some reason to question its efficiency as a widely used learning 
strategy. , 

Another form of rehearsal is to copy or underline only the 
important parts of a lesson. For example, Rickards and August 
(1975) found that students who were asked to underline sen
tences in a passage were able to recall substantially more 
information than students who simply read the passage without 
underlining. It should be noted, however, that Brown and 
Smiley (1977) found that children below the sixth grade cannot 
adequately identify important information in prose. 

Finally, Howe (1970) has found that facts that students 
correctly copy into their notes are far more likely to be learned 
than facts that are not copied into notes. For example, students 
were asked to take notes on a 160-word passage, and then take 
a recall test one week later. If a fact was in the notes, it was 
recalled 34 % of the time; but if a fact was not in a student's 
Dotes, it was recalled Iess than 5 % of the time. These results are 
consistent with the idea that rehearsal strategies serve to help 
the Iearner select information and to acquire the information. 
However, there is little evidence that these techniques help 
learners to construct internal connections or integrate the 
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information with prior knowledge. Several of the training 
pro grams described in subsequent sections use some rehearsal 
strategies, but supplement these strategieswith others that are 
aimed at other cognitive goals. 

Elaboration Strategies for Basic 
Learning Tasks 

Basic leaming tasks include paired-associate learning, such as 
learning foreign language vocabulary; serial list learning, such 
as learning to recite the alphabet; and free recall list learning, 
such as learning to name an of the parts of the brain. Elabora
tion strategies that have been used for these tasks include 
forming a mental image or generating a sentence that connects 
two or more items. One major cognitive goal of elaboration 
strategies is construction - building of intemal associations 
between two items (or among several items) in the to-OO
learned material. 

One of the most effective elaboration strategies for paired
associate learning involves using mental images to help relate 
and represent items in a pair. For example, to remember a word 
pair such as "apple-fish," a learner could form an image of a fish 
taking a bite out of an apple. Levin (1976) has distinguished 
between induced imagery strategies (in which the leamer is 
instructed to generate and use visual imagery to associate 
items) and imposed imagery strategies (in which the experi
menter or teacher provides an image and asks that the learner 
use that image to associate items). In arecent review, Reese 
(1977) has noted that imposed hnagery tends to improve 
paired-associate learning performance for kindergarteners and 
first graders but induced imagery is better for sixth graders and 
adults. Apparently, younger children are not able to effectively 
generate images but are able to use imagery that is provided by 
a teacher; in contrast, older children who are able to generate 
their own idiosyncratic images may be distracted by the 
teachers' imagery suggestions. 

The keyword method for acquiring foreign language vocab
ulary is one of the most popular attempts to teach a type of 
imaging strategy that also uses verbal elaboration (Atkinson, 
1975; Atkinson & Raugh, 1975; Raugh & Atkinson, 1975). For 
example, in memorizing Spanish vocabulary such as "trigo" 
means "wheat," the keyword method involves two stages: first, 
a verbal acoustic link must be established in whicb tbe foreign 
language word is changed into an easily pronounced English 
"keyword." This keyword must sound like part of the foreign 
word; for example, "trigo" can be converted into "tree." 
Second, an imagery link must be formed between tbe keyword 
and the corresponding English word. For example, the learner 
could picture a tree that grows wheat stalks instead of leaves. 

In a typical experiment, Raugh and Atkinson (1975) asked 
college students to learn 60 Spanisb-to-English vocabulary 
pairs in 15 minutes. The experimental group was given training 
in the use of tbe keyword method; during leaming tbe key
words were provided but subjects had to generate their own 
images. Tbe control group learned tbe same 60 vocabulary 
pairs in the same amount oftime, but were not given training in 
how to use the keyword method. The experimental group 
scored 88 % on a recall test compared to 28 % for the control 
group. In another study involving Russian vocabulary, students 

who used the keyboard method recalled 72 % compared to 46 % 
for the control group (Atkinson & Raugb, 1975). 

Levin, McCormick, Miller, Berry, and Pressley (1982) asked 
fourth graders to learn definitions of 12 verbs, such as "per
suade." The experimental group was given a keyword for eacb 
verb-such as "purse" for "persuade"-and were given pic
tures tbat sbowed the keyword interacting with adefinition of 
tbe vocabulary word-such as a picture of a woman being 
"persuaded" to buy a "purse." Control subjects were givenjust 
as much time to learn, but were not given the keyword 
treatment. The experimental group recalled 83 % of the defini
tions as compared to 55 % for the control group. Levin et al. 
(1982) also found that pictures that do not explicitly cOnnect 
tbe vocabulary word to tbe keyword do not improve memory 
performance. In a review of research studies involving adapting 
the keyword method to various school tasks, Levin (1981) 
points out that in addition to teaching foreign language voca
bulary and English vocabulary, as described above, the key
word metbod has been successfully applied to memorizing 
unfamiliar medical terms, functions of various biochemicals, 
cities and their products, famous people and tbeir accomplish
ments, states and capitals, and V.S. presidents by number. 

Pressley and his colleagues (Pressley, 1977; Pressley & 
Dennis-Rounds, 1980; Pressley & Levin, 1978) have found that 
younger cbildren have difficulty in spontaneously generating 
useful keyword images, even when they are explicitly trained to 
do so. Thus, Levin (1981) and Pressley (1977) suggest that when 
the learners are children, the keyword method should be 
adapted to provide both keywords and pictures (showing the 
images). However, Jones and Hall (1982) were able to train 
eighth grade students to successfully carry out both steps. 
Students who participated in this educational treatment (five 
20-30-minute sessions spaced over a 3-month interval) leamed 
to botb generate the verbal links and create effective compound 
images. Even more important, students who participatedin this 
training subsequently used this strategy under appropriate task 
conditions and without explicit prompting. It appears that 
older students can learn to use this strategy effectively and to 
generalize its use to everyday school tasks. 

In contrast to the keyword metbod, Beck and her colleagues 
(Beck, Perfetti, & McKeown, 1982) have develo~d an alterna
tive method for teaching vocabulary to students.For example, 
in Beck's program students were given sets of related words so 
tbat they could explore the interrelationships among them. 
Initial results indicate that the program is useful in helping 
students leam the vocabulary words, and that this technique 
transfers well to learning of new vocabulary words. Unlike 
Levin's and Pressley's programs, wbich focus on learning of 
single associations, Beck's program involves tbe building of 
several associations among ideas. Thus, Beck's approach shares 
some of tbe characteristics of the organizational strategies 
described in the following section, and may have tbe effect of 
allowing students to build internal connections among words. 

Elaboration Strategies for Complex 
Learning Tasks 

When elaboration strategies are applied to tasks such as prose 
learning, tbe types of activities include paraphrasing, summar
mng, creating analogies, generative notetaking, and question 
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answering. Thc goals ofthesc techniques inc1ude integration of 
presented information with prior knowledge - i.c., transferring 
knowledge from long-term memory into workiag memory and 
intcgrating thc incoming inrormation witb this knowledge. 

In a model of leaming as a generative process developed by 
Wittrock (1974, 1978, 1981), the integrative processes used by 
the learner to relate new information 10 cither concc:pts or 
schemas already in semantic memory, or distinctive mernories 
of experience, are the key determinants of new tearning aod 
subsequent perfonnancc:. Creating connections, or elahora
lions, between to-be-learned information and already establ
ishcd conten! and procedural knowledge is a major compontn! 
of most knowledge aequisition frameworks base<! on schema 
theory (Schallert, 1982). Models have also been developed 
which relate research about levels of processing in memory 10 

elaborative encoding (Bradshaw & Anderson, 1982). 
In a rteent study examining the use of summarizatioo 

(Doclorow, Wittrook, & Marks, 1978), sixth graders studied 
commercially availab1e reading materials. For half of tbe stu
dents, these materials contained paragraph headiogs while for 
the Olher half the eotlte text was presented without any inserted 
headings. In addition, half of the students in eacb of tbese two 
groups also received instruclions 10 generate summary sen
tences for each paragraph fight after they finished reading it. An 
analysis of Ihe scores from a post-reading comprehension test 
indicated that s tudenlS asked to generale summary senlences 
outperformed the control subjects. In addition, with time 10 

learn held constant, the students receiving the passage wilh the 
insorted headings and Ihe instruclions to generate summary 
sentenocs outperformed the Sludents in any of the other condi
tions. 

Researchers have also investigated complex elaboration 
slrategies singly or in combination with one or more other 
types of learning strategies. Weinstein (1982) examined whether 
students could be laught 10 uso a variety of elaboration 
strategies and whether their uso of these strategies would result 
in improvements in understanding and school performance. 
She created a diversified elaboration skills training program for 
use with niath grade students. Instruction centere<! around tbe 
following live st rategies: using verbal elaborators, using im
aginal elaboratars, creating analogies, drawing implications, 
creating relationships and elaborative paraphrasing (relating 
the materialto what is already known while also restating it in 
one's own words). Instruction involved teaching students how 
to apply these strategies 10 a variety of leaming tasks typically 
encountered in school, ineluding paired-associate learning 
lasks, free recall learning tasks and readiIig comprehension 
tasks. Tbe stimulus materials used during instruction were 
drawn from a ninth grade curriculum in science, history, 
English, foreign language and vocational education. 

Foe tbis study. ninth grade students were randomly assigned 
10 ooe of three groups: training, contral, or posttest-only. The 
training group particlpated in aseries offive I-hou r elaboration 
ski!! training sessions, administered at approximately l-week 
intervals. Students were exposed to a set of 19 learning tasks. 
They were required to create aseries of elaborations for each of 
these tasks. Experimenter-provided directions for the early 
tasks emphasiz.cd the properties of an effective elaboration 
strategy. The later training session provided opportun ities for 

additional practice in using these skills with liule or no experi. 
mentee-provided instructions. The control group was exposed 
to the same stimulus materials. hut their task was simply to 
learn the information without any type of strategy prompts or 
directions. A posttest-only group was not exposed to the 
stimulus materials hut did panicipate in the posttesting ses
sions. The immediate posttest was administered I week after the 
conclusion oflhe training, and the delayed posuest was admin
istered approximately I month later. Both immediate and 
delayed posttests consisted of two reading comprehension 
tasks, two trials of paired-associate learning and serial recal l, 
and a onc-trial free recal! task. 

The results of the dala analyses for tbe immediate POSllest 
revealed signi:ficant differences between group means on the free 
recall task and Tria! 2 ofthe paired-associale learning task. In 
each instance, the training group's performance surpassed the 
performance ofthe contro! and posttesl-only groups, which did 
not differ significantly from each other. On the delayed posttcst, 
a significant difference was obtained for the reading compre
hension tasks and Trial 1 of the sorial learning task. Again, 
these differences favored the training group. 

Probably the most common form of complex rehearsal 
strategy involves Dotetaking. In a study by Carrier and Titus 
(1981), whieh is typical ofmuch oftbe research in Ihis area, high 
school juniors and seniors were trained to use a notctaking 
system developed by lhe Sludy Ski11s Center al the Universily 
of Minnesota. This system is designed to teach students 10 (a) 
distinguish between superordinate and subordinate informa
tion, (b) abbreviale words. (c) paraphrase in one's own words, 
Rnd (d) uso an outline format. Each student participating in the 
training listened to an explanation of the rationale for using the 
system and a description of each of the four components. Next, 
participants observed demonstrations where each component 
was applied in a set of model notes. Finally, the studcnts 
practiced using tbe entire system while Iistening to tnree 
minileetures; the topics of these lectures included political 
problems in Latin America, the structure and runction of cell 
membrane!!, and the characteristics of the moon. Following 
tach miniteeture, participants compared their nales to a set af 
model notes distributerl by tbe experimenter and then discussed 
any problems they encountered Of any questions they had 
about the task . 

Students who received the training for using the notetaking 
system, and a control group of students wbo were directed to 
take DOtcs just as they n ormally would, hath listened to a 20-
minute lecture describing the evolution of the brain. Prior to 
hearing the lecture, one-third of the students were lold they 
would be given a multiple choice test over the material; another 
third were told they would have an essay test; and the final 
third were told only that there would be a posttest. In aCluality. 
a11 students complcted a 35-item objective test immediate1y 
after thc lecture and a free reca1l test I-weck 1ater. A notetaking 
efficiency score was also calculated for tach participant; this 
score was tbe ratio of the Dumber of enrree! information units 
contained in the student's notes to the total number of words 
recorded. Eflicient nOles were defined as those conlaining the 
greatest amOUD! of information using the fewest number of 
WOHls. 

An analysis of tbe effieiency scores revealed a performance 
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advantage for students anticipating a multiple choice test. In 
addition, trained students anticipating a multiple choice test 
outperformed their non-trained counterparts on both types of 
tests. While these results lend some support to the usefulness of 
teaching notetaking as a leaming strategy, they also highlight 
some ofthe problems with research in this area. For example, it 
is difficult to separate the encoding function and the storage 
function of notetaking. DiVesta and Gray (1972, 1973) define 
the encoding function as the transformation of information into 
more meaningful and useable forms and the storage function as 
the external maintenance of the information for later review. 
Thus, the purposes for which notes are taken and later used can 
have a large impact on the underlying processes used and the 
leaming outcomes produced (Bamett, DiVesta, & Rogozinski, 
1981~ . 

Similarly, Peper and Mayer (1978) studied notetaking as a 
generative activity. Mayer (1980) asked college students to read 
a manual on a computer programming language. After each 
section in the manual, some subjects were asked to explain how 
the material related to material in another section of the 
manual (or to a familiar situation). These subjects performed 
better on tests of creative problem solving using the new 
language, as compared to subjects who simply read the manual 
without answering el abo ration questions. For a critical review 
of the role of elaboration in prose learning, see Reder, 1980. 

Organizational Strategies for Basic 
Learning Tasks 

One strategy for remembering a list of items is to sort them into 
some larger organizational framework, such as grouping items 
into taxonoDrlc categories. The term c!ustering, originally used 
by Bousneld (1953), refers to a strategy used in free recall list 
leaming in which thc leamer organizes the items from a list into 
groups on the basis ofshared characteristics or attributes. For 
example, although a list might be presented in the order, "table, 
bus, hat, van, desk, shoes, truck, belt, sofa," a leamer could 
organize tbe list by taxonomic category such as, "table, desk, 
sofa- bus, van, truck-hat, shoes, belt." The use ofthis kind of 
an organizing strategy requires the leamer to be actively 
involved in the task. 

In a typic8.J. research study (Moely, DIson, Hawles, & Flavell, 
1969), children ranging in age from 5 to 11 years were given a 
set of pictures to memorize. The pictures inc1uded objects from 
various categories such as animals, furniture, vehicles, and 
apparel, but no pictures from the same category were adjacent 
to one another in the set. The children were allowed to move 
and rearrange the pictures. The results indicated that children 
in the 5-7-year-old range did not tend to rearrange the pictures 
while children in tbe 10-11-year-old range did make strong use 
of the organizing strategies by rearranging the pictures by 
taxonomic category. 

The failure of tbe younger children to use organizing strate
gies during free recall learning may be due either to lack of 
availability of the strategies or wbat Flavell (1970) has called a 
production deficiency. In order to examine these explanations, 
Moely et al. (1969), conducted an instructional study using 9-
year-olds wbo did not spontaneously categorize. Tbe children 

were readily able to rearrange pictures intocategories when 
instructed to do so but did not normally use this strategy in a 
list leaming task. When tbey were taught bow to apply the 
organizing strategy to list leaming, the students were able to do 
so and their recall performance was boosted. Apparently, 
children at this intermediate level give evidence of a prdduction 
deficiency in which they possess the appropriate skill but fail to 
spontaneously use it during learning. 

In another study, Rossi and Wittrock (1971) examined 
children's free recall of twelve-word !ists. They found that 2-
year-olds spontaneously tend to organize words most fre
quently on the basis oftheir sound (e.g., sun-fun), while 3- and 
4-year-olds tend to use taxonomie category (e.g., leg-hand), and 
5-year-olds tend to use serial ordering. Furthermor~ rhyming 
reached its peak at age 2, syntactical organization tt..g., men
work) reached its peak at age 3, organization by taxonomic 
category reached its peak at age 4, and serial ordering reached 
its peak at age 5. According to the authors, although serial 
ordering seems to be a more elementary type of interstimulus 
organization than clustering by taxonomie category, its fre
quency and peak level at age 5 may be due to the fact that the 
ability to memorize 12 words is sufficiently developed that 
grouping them according to their common properties or com
mon membership in one class requires more efIort than memor
izing them in serial order. However, longer lists may require a 
superior type of organization to recaU aU their members. 

These studies suggest that there is a developmental progres
sion in children's bases for organizing pictures during a memor
ization task. In general, spontaneous use of an organizing 
strategy based on taxomonic category seems to emerge at about 
age 10 or 11. However, tbe availability of this strategy may 
emerge at an earlier age, as evidenced in the study conducted by 
Moely et al. (1969). Tbe same may be true in the case of list 
leaming tasks. Althougb in the study conducted by Moely et al., 
the 9-year-old children did not normally use this strategyin a 
list-Ieaming task, it seems that its availability emerges at an 
earlier stage as evidenced in the study conducted by Rossi and 
Wittrock (1971). Moreover, tbis latter study showed that 
spontaneous use of this strategy may even occur at much 
younger ages when the word lists are short. 

In a more recent study, Bjorklund, Ornstein,l!:nd Haig (1977) 
focused on the structure students impose on item'tto be recalled 
at the time of study (Le., input organization). They also exam
ined the effects of training students to use adult sorting patterns. 
Three related studies were conducted using third, fifth, and 
seventh grade students. An analysis of tbe results led to the 
identification of four general sorting strategies: high semantic, 
low semantic, orthographic, and random. 

The tendency to group words on the basis of meaning 
increased with grade level. Furthermore, the level of sophistica
tion of a sorting style tended to predict recall performance 
irrespective of grade level. Subjects wbo grouped words on the 
basis ofmeaning showed greater recall than subjects who sorted 
in a random or orthographic fashion. 

It was also demonstrated that children can be trained in the 
use of organizational techniques to aid recaU. Young children, 
who for the most part failed to sort words into meaning-based 
groups in a free-sort situation, demonstrated significant im
provements in recal1 as a result of organizational training. 
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Organizational Strategies for Complex 
Learning Tasks 

A significanl amount of time is spent sludying from textbooks 
by students in thc upper elemenlary grades, high scheel, and 
coUege (Cole & Sticht, 1981). Part of a student's text reading 
task is 10 idenlify the main ideas and important supporting 
details and 10 relale these 10 Olle another in a way that will 
facilitate encoding and reean. Outlining and organizing the 
material are commonly used 10 achieve these goals. Thus, two 
cognitivc goals served by orgaruzationaI strategies are seleetion 
of infannation 10 be transferred ioto working memory and 
construction of relations among ideas in working memory. 

Mayer (1982, 1984) has referred 10 this encoding process as 
"building internal connections." The building of internal con
nections may be enhanced by explicit training in strategies for 
outlining and organizing items in meaningful learning tasks, 
such as training in the types of structural relations among ideas 
in a passage. Training in organizing strategies may be most 
important for cxpository presc, since most students have had 
much more expcrience in reading narrative prose (Graesser, 
2981). 

Outlining is a type of organizational strategy that has 
traditionally received rouch attention. In topic outlining, major 
and minor points are written in an abbreviated form using kcy 
words or phrases. In symbolic outlines, such as arrays, kcy 
ooncepts, words, or phrascs are functionally rclated in a two· 
dimensional diagram. HanseH (1978) found that seventh 
graders could be taught to effectively outline a text passage 
using either a topic outline or an array, Scveral more specific 
versions of outlining are discussed below. 

Dansercau and his colleagues (Dansereau, 1978; Dansereau, 
Collins, McDonald, Holley, Garland, Diekhoff, & Evans, 1979; 
Holley, Dansereau, McDonald, Garland, & Collins, 1979) have 
developed a technique calle<!. nc/working whlch trains students 
to identify the main internal connections among ideas in a 
passage. For examph; six major types of links are: 

o Part link. For example, the process of wound healing has 
three parts, namely, lag phase, fibroplasia phase, and con
struction phase. 

Type link. For example, two types of wounds are open and 
c1oscd. 
Leads to link. For example, the growth of a scab leads to a 
seaT. 

o Analogy link. For example, a scab is like a pr otective 
bandage. 

o Characteristic link. For example, an open wound involves a 
break in the skin. 

o Evidence link. For example, an x-ray test can reveal that a 
bone is broken. 

As can be seen, neeworking involves breaking a passage down 
ioto parts and then identifying tbe linking relations among the 
parts. 

Holley et al. (1979) tested tbe effectiveness of networking 
training for college students. Students learned to recognize the 
types of links, to apply the networking procedure 10 sentences, 
to apply tbe networking procedure to passages, and to apply 

the networking procedure to their own textbooks. The training 
lasted abaut 51 hours spread over four sessions. On subsequeot 
reading comprehensioD tests, the trained subjects outperformed 
nontrained subjects on remembering tbe main ideas. The effects 
of training were particularly streng for students with low 
GPA's, presumably because high GPA students had already 
devcloped their OWD te<:hniques for organizing prose material. 
These results have been replicated in a kaming strategy class 
consisting of 24 hours of training (Dansereau, 1983; Dansereau 
et al., 1979). 

Using a somewhat different approach, Meyer (1975, 1981; 
Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980) bas identified five top-Ievel 
structures that dcscribe the relationshlp among tbe main ideas 
in expository passages. Using a passage presenting infonnation 
about supertankers as an example, the five structures Me : 

• Covariancc. For example, lack of power and steering in 
supertankers leads to oil spills. 
Comparison. For example, ground stations for supenankers 
are like control towers for aircraft. 
Collection. Forexample, tbree ways to improve supertanker 
safety are training of officers, building safer ships, and 
installing ground control systems. 

• Description. For example, oil spills kill wildlife as is indi
eated by 200,000 seabirds being killed. 
Response. For example, a problem is that supertankers spill 
oil and a solution is to improve their safety. 

In a reeent study, Meyer et aL (1980) asked nioth graders to 
read and recall the supertanker passage. Good readers (as 
measured by a standard reading achievement test) recalled the 
top-level structure of the passage much better than poor 
readers. In other words, good readers were far more likely to 
organize their recall for the supertanker passage around tbe 
response format. Similady, Taylor (1980) found developmental 
trends in which recall of the top-level structure increases 
dramatically with age. 

In another training study, Bartlett (1978) gave ninth graders 
practice in identifying four major types of top-level structures 
and in using these structures as aids in recall. The trained grOllp 
outperfonned a control group on tests of reading comprehen
sion. Apparently, students can be taught to be sensitive to the 
organizational structure of cxpository material, and using this 
organization aids comprehension. 

More recently, Cook (1982) has developed a training proce
dure to help students identify prose structures that are found in 
science textbooks. The five structures are: 

• Generalization - Tbe passage explains, clarifies or extends 
some main idea. 

• Enumeration~ The passage lists facts sequentially. 
• Sequence-The passage describes a connected series of 

events or steps in a proCt:Ss. 
Classification~ The passage groups material into categories 
or classes. 
Compare/contrast - The passage examines Ibe relationship 
betw~n two or more things. 
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These structures differ from Meyer's and Dansereau's in that 
Cook focused only on chemistry, biology, and physics prose. 

In a preliminary study, Cook (1982) found that college 
students could be taught to cJassify passages into the five 
categories Jisted above. The next step was to develop a lO-hour 
training pro gram in which students were taught to recognize 
the major prose structures and to outIine passages from their 
own chemistry textbook. Trained subjects showed substantial 
pretest-to-posttest gains in reca1l of high-level material and in 
problem solving as compared to a control group, even though 
the tests involved material from unfamiliar biology and physics 
textbooks. 

Comprehension Monitoring Strategies 

The term metacognition has been used to refer to both students' 
knowledge about their own cognitive processes and their ability 
to control these processes by organizing, monitoring, and 
modifying them as a function of learning outcomes (Brown, 
1975, 1978;. Cavanaugh & Perlmutter, 1982; FlaveIl, 1970, 
1981; Flavell & Wellman, 1977). The use of metacognitive 
strategies is most often operationaJized as comprehension mon
itoring. Comprehension monitoring requires the student to 
establish learning goals for an instructional unit or activity, to 
assess the degree to which these goals are being met, and, if 
necessary, to modify the strategies being used to meet the goals. 
Comparisons of good and poor comprehenders have con
sistently shown that poor comprehenders are deficient in the 
use of active learning strategies needed to monitor understand
ing (Golinkoff, 1976; Meichenbaum, 1976; Ryan, 1981). 

In two recent studies by Paris and Myers (1981), comprehen
sion and memory skills of fourth grade good and poor readers 
were compared. The students' ability to monitor understanding 
of both difficult and anomalous information was measured by 
three different means: by spontaneous self-corrections during 
oral reading, by directed underlining of incomprehensible 
words and phrases, and by observed study behaviors. Spontan
eous monitoring was measured by the percentages of anoma
lous words and phrases for which students hesitated, repeated, 
or self-corrected. Directed underlining was measured by the 
percentages of anomalous words and phrases underlined. In 
addition to observing students' study behaviors, student ratings 
of effectiveness were collected on 20 reading strategies that 
could potentially affect memory for story content. Finally, 
understanding was measured by responses to oral questions 
and a free recall test. 

Comparing the performance of the good and poor readers 
revealed that poor readers engaged in less comprehension 
monitoring on all measures; these differences were also corre
lated with lower scor~s on the oral question and free reca11 
posttests. The student ratings of perceived reading strategy 
effectiveness indicated that, aIthough poor readers gave the 
same ratings to positive and neutral factors as did good readers, 
they were less aware of the detrimental influences on compre
hension of negative factors. Thus, whereas many children may 
gradually acquire the processing skiIls needed for good compre
hension, poor comprehenders appear to be relatively deficient 
in the use of active monitoring strategies. 

A number of different approaches have been used to teach 
comprehension monitoring strategies. For example, Meichen
baum and Asarnow (1979) reviewed the research concerning 
training designed to teach self-control for various academic 
tasks. The training pro grams in this area are based on the use of 
cognitive-functional analysis of task performance to identify 
the processes engaged in by successful learners. These analyses 
are then used to diagnose the deficiencies of problem learners 
and to plan a course of instruction. A typical training sequence 
proceeds from modeJing the teacher's or experimenter's instruc
tions, to overt rehearsal, and finally to covert rehearsal. This 
sequence is designed to help the learner develop seIf-statements 
to use in guiding and controlling performance on target tasks. 
The types of performance-relevant skills focused on by these 
pro grams include (a) problem identification and definition or 
self-interrogation skills ("What is it I have to do?"); (b) 
focusing attention and response guidance which is usually the 
answer to the self-inquiry ("Now, carefully stop and repeat the 
instructions"); (c) self-reinforcement involving standard setting 
and self-evaluation ("Good, I'm doing fine"); and (d) coping 
skiIls and error-correction options ("That's okay .. , Even if I 
make an error I can go slowly"). Such cognitive training is 
conducted across tasks, settings, and people (trainer, teacher, 
parent) in order to ensure that children do not develop task
specific response sets, but instead that they develop generalized 
strategems (Meichenbatnn & Asarnow, 1979, pp. 13-14). 

Bommarito and Meichenbaum (cited by Meichenbaum & 
Asarnow, 1979) used this model to teach seventh and eighth 
graders strategies they could use to monitor their reading 
comprehension. Thus, teaching about learning strategies 
needed for comprehending written material, such as finding the 
main ideas and elaborating on important information, was 
embedded in a program of self-instructional training to teach 
comprehension monitoring. The major instructional device 
used in the teaching of both types of strategies was modeling of 
the cognitive strategies and self-statements. The students then 
practiced, at first out loud and then silently, using these 
methods to learn from passages appropriate to their reading 
levels (all participants had reading scores at least one grade 
level below their actual academic grade). 

Students who participated in the six 45-miDilte sessions 
performed better on a test of reading comprehension than did 
students who did not participate in the training and students 
who studied the learning strategies materials but did not learn 
to use the self-instructional technique. This superior perfor
mance was maintained after a 1 month follow-up ofall students 
from the study. It appears that comprchension monitoring can 
be taught using relatively brief educational programs. Further
more, the results seem to be stable over time. Similar results 
have been found by Wong and Jones (1980) and Malamuth 
(1979). 

Other methods havc also been used to teach comprehension 
monitoring. Smith (1973) taught seventh grade students to 
generate pre-reading questions to guide their reading activities. 
Learning disabled children's recalI was improved by teaching 
them a strategy for identifying certain types of information 
while listening (Maier, 1980). Markrnan (1979) taught students 
error detection strategies to find inconsistencies in reading 
passages. 
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Affective Strategies 

Many current approaches 10 cJassroom learning emphasize thc 
role of tbc [earn~r in creating, mODi\oring, aod controlling 
a suitable [eaming environment. Research in this area has 
focused on tbc s\rategies learners use 10 focus attention, main
tain cOßcenlration, manage performance anxiety. establish aod 
maintain motivation, aod manage time effectively. Prototypical 
cf [he research in Ihis ßrea are tbc sludies cxamining perfor
mance, or test, anxicty. 

For many years high test anxiely was regarded as a hehav
iOTal reaclion 10 stress originating in ehe environment. Sincc thc 
forces creating anxiclY were presumed 10 be outside of a 
sludent's contro!, linie attention was paid 10 thc possible 
mediating role of thc student's own thought processes. In 
modern conceptions of tesl anxiety il is the learner's percep
lions or appraisa!s of evenls that make them Siressfu! (Wine, 
1980). Many students who worry about their success in schoo!, 
especially about how weil they will do on tests, turn their 
attention inward and focus on seU·criticism, feelings of incom
petenct, and eXpe1:lations of failure. Attention is directed away 
{rom learning and studying and is {ocused on themselves as 
inadequate students. This decreased attention to study and 
school-related tasks often produces a spiral effect where poor 
performances confirm students' fears and intensify their 
anxiety. For a recent review of this literature see Sarason 
(1980). 

Research about methods that can be used to help students 
cope with debilitating performance anxiety has resulted in a 
number cf different types of programs and interventions (Mor
ri$, Davis, & Hutchings, 198 1; PhilIips, Manin, & Meyers, 
1972; Ribordy & Billingham, 1980; Tryon, 1980; Wildemuth, 
1 977~ A number of these educational interventions derive from 
clinical approaches to anxiety treatment such as systemalic 
desensitization (e.g., Deffenbacher & Parks, 1979), desensitiza
lion with modeling (e.g., Richardson, O'Neil, & Grant, 1977), 
cognitive modification (e.g., Vagg, 1977/1978), anxiety manage
ment training (Deffenbacher, Michaels, Michaels, & Daley, 
1980), and rational restructuring (Osarchuk, 1976). Other ap
proaches derive morc from the traditional artas included within 
study skilJs, such as test.taking sk:ilIs training (Kirkland & 
Hollandsworth, 1980). 

In a study typical of those done \\-ith older adolescents, 
GOldfried, Linehan, and Smüb (1978) investigatcd the effects of 
a rational fCS tructuring strategy on the rcduction of test anxiely 
for college students. The students who participated in the 
rational rcstructuring started out by observing a model illus
trating the use of coping self·statements. These statements wert 
designed to reduce anxiety by focusing attention away from 
self-deprecating thoughts and towards a simulated test For 
example, instead of saying something like, "There is no way I 
will pass this test ... Boy! Am I stupid !," the experimenter 
modeled more appropriate thoughl such as, "O.K. It's more 
likely I will not fail since I did study, but even if ! did fail, it does 
/lot mean tbat I am stupid." After observing the model create a 
number of these thinking-a1oud protocols, the students were 
then asked 10 imagine a scene from a test anxiety hierarchy, to 
idcDtify any negative self-statements or evaluations that came 
into tbeir mind during this time, and to reduce their 3nXiety by 

subslituting more rational and positive self-talk. The student! 
werc asked to visualize a total of 15 scenes. 

The resu1ts of the study indicated that participants in the 
rational restructuring strategy training reported greater reduc
tions on several different measures of test anxiety than did 
participants in either cf two conlrol groups. Thus, it appears 
thaI training designed to enhance a student's repertoire of the 
strategies needed 10 cope effeclively with stress can hetp to 
reduce self·reported levels of anxiety. 

Methods to teach students strategies they can use to cope 
effectively with performance anxiety are often embedded in 
Olher programs. For example, in the Bommarilo and Meichen
baum study (cited by Meichenbaum & Asarnow, 1979) d is
cussed in the last scction, the teachers not only modeled the 
task-relevant statements about problem solving but also coping 
self·statements that could be used to reduce frustrati on and 
anxiety reactions. Anxiety reduction components can also be 
found in a number ofthe programs that will be discussed in the 
neu section. 

Implementing Learning Strategies 
Instructional Programs 

For pUrpDses of the prescnt disC'Ussion we have created a 
taxonomy of leaming strategies and nave discussed prototypi
cal research studies within each of the eignt areas. It is impor
tant, however, 10 note that many research studies, parlicularly 
those investigating classroom applications or adjunct interven
tions with studenls, investigate study systems, alternative cur
riculum supplements. or experimental courses that combine 
one or more slrategies from both within and across the different 
categories. The purpose of many of these research studies is 10 
either develop specific school applications o r courses, or to 
investigate the effectiveness of already existing methods. For 
example, Jones and her colleagues (Jones cl al., 1983), and 
Sticht ( 1979) have focused on embedding diversified learning 
strategies inslruction into regular reading curriculum materials. 
Jones' work is part of the Chicago Mastery Learning Reading 
Program. Strategies from each of the eigh! categories are 
taught, reinforced, aud cued within the curriculum materials. 

Dansereau (1985), McCombs (1981), aod Weinstein (Wein
stein & Underwood, 1985) have a1l focused on creating adj unct 
programs for post-secondary students in job or college settings. 
These experimental, mtegrated leaming strategies instructional 
programs have bcen uscd to investigate strategy component 
interactions, instructional procedures, and generalization of 
leaching effeelS. For example, Weinstein (1982) reports sub· 
slanlial gains in reading comprehension, academic performance 
and stress reduction for college students participating in an 
experimental undergraduatc leaming strategies course. 

This work has also led to the creation of experimental 
courses at the elementary and high schoollevels. For example, 
the Cypress·Fairba nks Independent School District in Texas is 
implementing a study skills curriculum fo r all nimh graders. 
The Prince George's County Public Schools in Maryland bas 
adapted a kindergarten through grade Iwelve learrung strate
gies program to be incorporated into the regular instruclional 
programs in other content areas. The Rhode bland Depart-
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ment of Education has developed guidelines for implementing 
study skills instruction into the state's reading programs. 

McCombs (1981, 1982a, 1982b) has developed self-instruc
tional instructor-augmented learning strategies materials in the 
areas of time management, study skills, and self-motivation. 
lmplementation ofthese materials with military tcchnical train
ing studcnts lcd to improved test scores and lower test failure 
rates as weil as student-reported increases in motivation and 
ability to take increased rcsponsibilit.y for learning. 

It appears that learning strategies research is creating a userul 
data base from which applications can and will be derived. As 
this literature continues to mature and develop, the implica
tions for classroom teaching, educational practice, and educa
tional research will continue to expand. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, this chapter has explored techniques for enhanc
ing learning in basic school tasks (such as list and paired
associate learning) as weil as complex school tasks (such as 
meaningful prose learning). The learning strategics of rehears
ing, elaborating, and organizing represent three kinds of 
resources that may be available for an activc learner. 
Management strategies (such as cornprehcnsioll monitoring) 
and affective strategies (such as anxiety reduction techniques) 
involve the effective use of available resourccs. This chaptcr has 
provided evidence for the hypothesis that learning strategies 
ean be described and taught to learners who are at appropriate 
levels of maturity. 

Same warnings afe in order, however. This chapter is con
cerned with explicit teaching of learning strategics, that is, 
genera! techniques for more effective Jeaming. It should be 
pointed out that general techniques are just part of the arsenal 
ofknowledge that a learner needs for effective lcarning. Learn
ing is also enhanced when the !earner possesses a great deal 
of domain-speeific knowledge. Simon (1980) summarizes this 
point as folIows: "The scissors does indeed have two blades 
and ... effective education ealls for attention to hoth 
subject-matter knowledge and general skills" (p. 86). Thus, 
while teaching of leaming skills represents an important part of 
an educational program, je cannot substitute for teaching of 
domain-spedfic content. 

A related issue concerns the distinction betwcen non-directed 
training and more directed or guided training for learning 
strategies. Several rcsearchers argue for the ne~d to make 
instruction more explicil and directed (see Segal, Chipman, & 
Glaser, 1985). In addition, these authors argue that explicil 
training is most useful for less skilled learners. 

Another warning concerns the time costs of learning strate
gies. The use of any technique must take into account its time 
eosts a5 well as its benefits (Anderson & Annbruster, 1982). 
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